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The very magazine you are hold-
ing is the international edi-
tion of Supernatantti, the 
magazine of the Biochemistry 
students in the Oulu Universi-
ty. This issue is mainly aimed 
at international MSc students, 
exchange students and groups in 
the department.

While it might sometimes be hard 
to see our student organization 
Histoni as little more than a 
bunch of rascalous drunkards, 
the mission of the guild runs 
much deeper than that: study-
ing in the university can be 
vexing at times, and without a 
chance to relax students would 
very soon succumb to despara-
tion. The start of studies is 
often a new beginning, and His-
toni makes it easy to gain like-
minded friends.

This issue is quite similar to 
the Finnish editions of Super-
natantti published throughout 
the year, sprinkled with snip-
pets of information for begin-
ning MSc students, but also 
with many recurring series of 
articles from other numbers. I 
hope you will like what we have 
in store for you, so without 
further ado, enjoy!

 Benjamin Michelin, Executive editor
mediavastaava@histoni.fi

Editorial
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As a chairman of Histoni student 
organization, I am sometimes privi-
leged with information that would be 
denied to my fellow students (or they 
just wouldn’t care about). With this 
knowledge, one can steer our  guild 
through the troubled waters.  
    
Histoni and the department have fundamentally different goals.  The for-
mer wants to look for the wellbeing of its members and the later wants 
to provide good education and produce BSc’s and MSc’s. This is how it 
works on paper.  However, by working together, both Histoni  and the 
department can achieve their own goals more easily. If the students are 
happy and well, they will generally perform better at the lectures and get 
better grades. If the students have better grades and get better education, 
they also tend to be happier. Keeping that in mind, if the students are “too 
happy” and relaxed, they might neglect their studies and if the students 
focus too much on exams and reports, they might get overstressed and 
burn out. It is important to have a balance between the studying and hav-
ing fun.   

During the last few years, Histoni has made significant efforts to integrate 
new international MSc students into its ranks. We have started translating 
our emails in English. We have started to advertise our parties to foreign 
students as well as Finns.  Also, we have started to publish our beloved 
guild magazine in English! Pretty neat, huh? I think these small little 
details have proven to be beneficial for the guild as well as to the foreign 
students and I hope to see more new faces at the Histoni’s events in the 
future.

Chairman's word
Triple H -edition

  Heikki Hartikka, chairman of Histoni
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1. Hi.
Hey *laughter*

2. So, maybe you could introduce 
yourself to the readers? Who are you 
and what do you do?
I’m Rahul Nanekar, I’m a PhD  
student here at Department of  
Biochemistry, University of Oulu. 

3. Could you maybe give a small  
insight into your research? When did 
you start your PhD?
Well, I started my PhD on January 
2010 in Veli-Pekka Jaakola’s research 
group. I’m working with the human 
A3 adenosine receptor, which is a 
membrane protein. My research aim 
is to solve its crystal structure.

The whole group is mainly focused on adenoside receptors, which are  
G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR’s). Earlier, Veli-Pekka solved the 
structure of A2A and the now group also works with A2B and A1.

4. Is it nice working in Veli-Pekka’s group?
I think the work done here is and the research facility is good, the only 
problem is to get good results. I have worked for almost 2 years now and 
I’m still in expression tests, no optimizations yet.

5. I think working with membrane proteins is more challenging than with 
soluble proteins. Expression goes down as well as yields in purifications. 
Also, the purifications are more difficult to do.
Yes.

6. What about your BSc/MSc studies? I believe you did your Pro gradu 
here in Oulu.
Well, I actually did my BSc in pharmacy, back in India. After that I 
moved to Sweden for my MSc, which I did in the University of Skone. 
I did my MSc in molecular biology in one year. After that I moved to 
Oulu for my Pro gradu thesis, which I did in Petri Kursula’s group. In my 
thesis I mainly worked with structural studies on P2 protein, which was 
Viivi Majava’s PhD project. I managed to crystallize it. I also worked on 
myelin basic protein (MBP) by optimizing crystal growth. I also solved 
the SAXS structure for P2. 

Rahul Nanekar
- An interview -
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7. So you’re from India. Any nice girls there?
There are some good looking. :D

8. No seriously… How would you compare 
India to Finland? In terms of science.
Before moved here (Sweden/Finland) I had 
no research experience whatsoever. I stud-
ied only pharmacy, and there is no real re-
search for it in India. There are some nice 
research facilities in India but they are not 
comparable to Europe. Also, you don’t get 
paid as well there as in here.

9. How about in terms of weather?
I would say the weather here is better,  
although it depends on who you’re asking.  
I like cold weather more. In India it’s always 
about 25 °C, sometimes it goes down to 15, 
which is pretty much the minimum from 
where I come, it can be less in northern In-
dia though. Before I came here, I had never 
seen snow before.

10. And finally I’d like to ask you about your 
future plans? Post-doc work, perhaps?
Yes, I’m going to pursuit for post doc  
definitely. No idea really if I will go abroad,  
although I would prefer to work in big 
groups, more famous ones.

11. So how’s life outside science? How do you spend your free time?
Until recently I haven’t been doing much. But now this summer I have 
started  going out with my friends to a cricet club. Most people from  
India or Asians in general  enjoy this since cricket is more famous there.  
I just started playing this year here at the local club, although back in In-
dia I have been playing cricket since childhood. I would say every Asian, 
Australian and British person knows cricket since it’s quite popular.

12. Okay, thanks for the interview Rahul!
Thank you for interviewing me… it was the first time in my life. :D
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Histoni ry – Biochemistry student organisation

Histoni ry is the non-profit student organisation, also known as guild, for 
the biochemistry students here at Oulu University. The main objective 
of Histoni is to represent biochemistry students and organize free-time 
activities for its members. The free-time activities include sports, game 
and movie nights, parties with other student organisations, excursions 
to other cities and universities, LAN parties and many more. All events 
are informed through email. The Histoni board is in charge of Histoni 
by taking care of organizing the events and making sure everything runs 
smoothly in general. The members of the board are listed in the end. As 
a part of Finnish student culture, Histoni also has its own overalls, which 
are wine red in colour. Histoni can also be found from the internet, so go 
check out our pimped and polished websites at www.histoni.fi or find our 
group from the Facebook.  

Histoni shares guild premises together with 7 other guilds, which are 
ESN (Erasmus), NISO (International), Atlas (geography), OLuT (natu-
ral sciences), OLTO (Biomedical engineering), EGEA (international  
geography) and Biophysics students. The guild premises can be found 
from the second floor of Huoltokeskus, in the far end of the chemistry 
corridor and close to F-door. The premises include our own office room 
(HK 206), kitchenette, toilets, AV-room, leisure room and meeting room. 
Most events of the guild are organized in guild premises.
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Being a Histoni member is very profitable. It includes smaller entrance 
fees on ie. excursions, the chance to use guild premises, the right to wear 
the overalls of Histoni and naturally the chance to meet and network with 
other biochemistry students. If you haven’t joined Histoni yet, here is 
what you can do to join: 
The cost for joining Histoni for a Master’s degree student is 10 euros 
(10 year member-ship), which can be paid to our bank account; 574136-
20429321. Write your own name as the message so we know whose join-
ing fee it is. This information can be found from our webpages aswell. 
The new members will be announced in the next Histoni board meeting 
after collecting the fee.

The Histoni sports run on a weekly basis. Floor ball is played on Mon-
days at Normaalikoulu School’s gym hall (Kaitoväylä 7) starting at 5.30 
pm and running till 6.40 pm. Histoni also takes part in all sorts of sports 
events, which include football, snow football, kyykkä, long boat rowing 
and so on. These events will be informed separately through email. 

It should also 
be mentioned 
that we like 
braaiinss....

Picture from 
the Halloween 
party 2011
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40 years of Histoni
Years 1991 - 2001

In the past issues of this year’s Supernatantti, we have taken a look at the  
history of our beloved guild as seen through the pages of archived issues of our 
guild magazine. In this issue, it is time to check how things looked in the 90s 
and the beginning of the 21st century.

The nature of our guild magazine has changed a lot over the years, and when we 
move onto issues from the 90s, the pages are mostly filled with humorous texts 
and articles about recent events, with the occasional informative article mixed 
in. Issues concerning academic politics or changes in the BSc and MSc degrees 
are barely mentioned at all. I have to mention there was one very curious article 
about skiing. Quite literally, it was prose about someone skiing, nothing else.  
I have to wonder whether the editor-in-chief had had trouble filling the pages of 
that particular issue. 

In the 90s, Histoni was quite active in volleyball, with annual matches orga-
nized with the Department of Biochemistry and the chemistry guild Valens-
si, unlike today, when the sport of choice is football. The first mention of the 
word fuksi (the Finnish term for freshman) appeared in 1993, and quickly after 
this the issues of Supernatantti were full of stories about crazy parties called  
fuksiaiset (freshmen welcome party).  Seems like Histoni’s fuksiaiset have  
always guaranteed a good time since the moment they have begun. Regarding 
this traditional party, the first mention of a competition for Mr. Histoni is found 
in the 1993 issue of Supernatantti, but nothing at all about Ms. Histoni. In the 
early version of Mr. Histoni, the participants dressed in lab coats and had to 
compete in various categories. I can only imagine what those categories were, 
but I trust our ancestors-in-guild have known how to put the freshmen in a tight 
spot. In 1994, Histoni’s girls released a calendar which was mostly depicted 
as silly and fun-to-make, with another calendar being released later on in the 
decade. And in 1995, the classic format of Mr. and Ms. Histoni was introduced, 
with the participants veiling themselves in glorious newspaper outfits.

Excursion activity in the 90s consisted of a couple of excursions within Finland, 
and an excursion into Stockholm in -96. Histoni also used to make organized 
trips to the Oulu City Theatre, and the guild even compensated part of the ticket 
fee for its members. In -97, the guild also ordered custom made hoodies, with 
a special print on the back along with the Histoni logo. The disappearing of 
biochemists into Medical School was already a problem back in the 90s, and it 
seems like some things never change.
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In the change of the 21st century, the look of our guild magazine changed quite 
drastically. The classic, old typewriter style was replaced with computerized 
look, and the use of photographs in the paper. The beginning of the 21st century 
was very good for Supernatantti, as the papers were thick and full of varied  
articles, with clearly a more distinct editorial staff in charge of making the  
paper interesting. In 2001, Histoni celebrated its 30-year anniversary, and as this 
year, the Biochemistry department gifted Histoni a new computer! One almost  
wonders whether our old computer was from this time. In 2004 a five- 
papers-per-year style was adapted for Supernatantti, as a freshman edition was  
published and mailed to the new biochemists every summer. In 2008, the first  
international edition of Supernatantti appeared in place of a Christmas Special, 
and this has since been the format for our guild paper.

In 2005 the Department of Biochemistry celebrated its 40-year anniversary. 
The party was quite modest, but Histoni did remember our Department with a 
song and a gene manipulated mascot bacterium, which can still be spotted in 
the seminar room of our Department. In the 21st century, there have also been 
two notorious excursions into our beloved neighbor Sweden. In 2007, Histoni 
had to turn back from Luleå and spend the night in Kemi, since apparently the 
Swedes did not want us there. Another excursion took place in 2009 to Umeå, 
with Supernatantti summing up the excursion with the words: “Sweden is a 
shitty country”. -VH

Koppi, the old guild room of Histoni. The atmosphere was often very... intimate.
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The city of Oulu
142,000 people live in the city of Oulu. The winters are cold, especially in 
January, but permanent snow only arrives a few weeks before Christmas and 
melts before May. Summers are warm, but not too long, the hottest month 
being July. There is an airport 15 km south from the city with frequent flights 
mainly to Helsinki. A railroad network connects to larger cities. More distant 
areas may be reachable by bus. Sweden is only 130 km away. 

Oulu has good bike paths to all parts of the city, that are usable throughout the 
year if one can withstand the weather. Bicycles can be bought under 80 EUR 
from second hand stores. Bicycles get stolen easily if they are not locked or 
only have a thin wire lock. Riding a bicycle in the dark without the front lamp 
on can be fined by the police. Alternatively, buses can be used for transporta-
tion. A ticket valid for one hour can be bought from the driver for 3.10 EUR 
(6.20 EUR during 11 pm and 4 am). Students can charge their smart card “Ou-
luCard” (costs 6.50 EUR) for 37 EUR to be valid for one month of bus travel 
in the city.

The Linnanmaa campus is located 6 km north from the city centre. Riding a 
bicycle to the city one passes through the areas of Syynimaa , Alppila (or Puo-
livälinkangas and Välivainio if one takes the route across the dam instead of 
the bridges closer to the sea) and Tuira on the north bank of the river Oulujoki. 
On the south side of the river is the city centre.
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At the heart of the city is the pedestrian street Rotuaari, which is a popular 
meeting place during the warmer months. The pedestrian zone extends down 
to the market square which is next to the sea. Along this route there are many 
shops, pubs, cafes, restaurants and fast food places. On the east of the city 
centre there are the railway, bus and police stations as well as three supermar-
kets. The medical faculty and the hospital are located 2.5 km east from the city 
centre.

The Ainola park, between the city and the dam across the Oulu river, is a 
popular place for hanging out and for picnics – when it’s warm. Public drink-
ing of alcohol is allowed only in parks and comparable places under the 
condition that no disturbance is caused. The OYY office, the sciences centre 
Tietomaa and the art museum are located in the outskirts of the Ainola Park. 3 
km northwest from the city is located the sandy beach of Nallikari. There is a 
smaller beach in Tuira, upstream from the dam. Both have beach volley fields 
usable by anyone. 

Linnanmaa is neighboured by Kaijonharju which has a pharmacy, two grocery 
stores (both are open on Sundays), a department store Tokmanni, a hobby shop 
Tiimari, two pizzerias, a chinese restaurant and the two bars Caio and Kuutio. 
At the southwest side of the university there is a supermarket and a liquor 
store Alko. At the university, there are several restaurants that sell meals for 
2.50 EUR to students with a Finnish student card.

Free WLAN internet panOULU is available at the university, in the city centre 
and other central places.

Below: the Linnanmaa campus
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City map is available at:  http://www.kartta.ouka.fi/
Local buses   http://www.linjakas.fi/lang/en/ 
Taxi                             tel. 0600-30081
Movie theatre              http://www.finnkino.fi/eng/ 
Guides                         http://www.oulutourism.fi/en/ 
    or http://www.ouka.fi/english/index.asp
Emergency number     tel. 112

Select second hand stores
Toppilan kierrätyskeskus, Paakakatu 2, open Tue-Fri 10 -17 Mon & Sat 10-14 
Second Hand Store (downtown), Isokatu 8, open Mon-Fri 10-18 Sat 10-16

Select downtown cafes 
Bisketti, Kirkkokatu 8, open Mon-Thu 8-21.30 Fri 8-23.30 Sat 8.30-23.30 Sun 
11-21.30
Coffee House, Kirkkokatu 15, open Mon-Fri 8-21 Sat 9-21 Sun 11-21
Mazarine, Hallituskatu 21, open Mon-Fri 7.30-17 Sat 9.30-15

Select downtown pubs and bars
Oluthuone Leskinen, Kirkkokatu 10, open Sun-Fri 12-02 Sat 11-02
Pub Graali, Saaristonkatu 5, open everyday 14-02
Irish Pub St. Michael, Hallituskatu 13-17, open everyday 14-02
Bar&Grill Kauppuri 5, Kauppurienkatu 5, open Mon-Fri 14-01 Sat-Sun 11-01

Above: the Oulu cathedral
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Select downtown nightclubs
45 Special, Saaristonkatu 12, open everyday 20-04, age limit 19 years nor-
mally. Rock, live music, stand up etc.
Tivoli, Isokatu 35, open Wed-Sat 22-04, age limit 18 years. A large nightclub, 
mainstream.
Nuclear Nightclub, Uusikatu 23, open Wed-Sat 22-04, age limit 18 years nor-
mally. Lots of live bands, rock & heavy metal.
Originally written by ON, revised by KJ 

Above: the Tuiranväylä bridge

Below: view of the Meritulli district            Pictures on pages 14&15 © Oulun kaupunki
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07:30 Alarm clock goes off. My dream ended abruptly 
just when I was accepting a trophy from Princess Vic-
toria. Most unpleasant.  Time to enjoy a healthy cup of 
coffee, do the morning routines, hop on to a bicycle and 
head towards the university.

09:00 At work. Inspired by the dream, I swipe the dust 
off from the spot of my shelf where the Nobel prize will lie. One day. Coffee 
calling.

09:15 Checking the emails. My viagra and cialis supplies needed restocking 
indeed. Oh, Tina 15 from Russia ;) has contacted me again!

09:30 Planning this week’s experiments. Shall we cure the cancer or diabetes 
today, and what might be the hypothesis? A glance at the “up to date” lab diary, 
the memories of last week’s experiments are surprisingly obscure due to the 
weekend’s beer tasting night. Ah, so this was the thing I had to work on next!

10:00 Going through the results with boss. The results from Western plots were 
good but diverse. Experiment A and B contradict each other. Scratching my 
head so hard that the boss’s starting baldness doesn’t wonder me anymore.

10:30 Preparing SDS-PAGE gels for today’s experiment. The jerk from the 
neighbouring group seems to pick up ready-made gels from the lab reagent 
company’s cabinet and doesn’t have to make his own. That bastard. Gritting my 
teeth. Should I get a cup of coffee? 

11:00 Towards a feeding station of Urinesta. Hawaiian meat sauce (with pine 
apple), Greek meat sauce (with olives), Hungarian meat sauce (with red pep-
pers) are being served along with several other interesting nutritional variables. 
The gentleman feels himself wealthy enough for a steak from the line for filthy 
rich people.

12:00 Preparing samples, assembling gels. Well then, the Previous User has 
used up the buffer solution and hasn’t cared to prepare more of it. Cooling down 
for five minutes at +4˚C room. Counting down slowly from a hundred, cursing.
The feelings towards the Previous User can be summed up with the lyrics from 

A peek into a workday of an anonymous gentleman
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Rytmihäiriö: “Put a plastic bag over the head and dump the body in a swamp”.  
After a healthy fit of rage a new canister of buffer solution gets prepared in no 
time. Adding samples to the gels and running the experiment! 

13:00 NO COFFEE AT COFFEE ROOM STOP EMERGENCY STOP EMAIL 
THE DEPARTMENT IMMEDIATELY STOP 

13:30 Cell culture calling. Cleansing self before cell cultivation reminds me of 
Outbreak and other biothrillers. At neighbouring room they are cultivating the 
cells without wearing a lab coat… Is it worth being this neurotic?

14:30 Waking up cells from the cold, sweet sleep of liquid nitrogen and check-
ing the results of SDS-PAGE. The gel appears, well... how to put it nicely… 
That buffer solution was properly prepared, right? What if I store the gel and 
contemplate on it more tomorrow!

15:00 Quick plan for the next week’s teaching. I’m allowed to herd the fresh-
men on a lab course :3

15:30 The sun is shining outside, it will be pleasant biking back home! Fighting 
with the lab diary backlog before the seminar.

16:00 At the weekly seminar of the research group. It’s good to be aware of 
what the other group members are doing. Dozing off, luckily there’s coffee. 
The seminar holder has even brought some nice sweet rolls with him! I wonder 
who’s holding the seminar next week, luckily not m… oh it’s my turn? My face 
when. I think it’s for the best to take another cup of coffee. 

17:00 Hopping on to the bicycle and rolling towards home in a delightful tor-
rent of rain.    
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Trade unions represent workers in working life negotiations with the 
employers and negotiate for example wages, vacation times, and over-
time compensations. The main idea is that together we are strong and can 
achieve more than alone. Should you join one?

The work trade unions do can be summarized in two different ways. The 
general supervision of workers interests and collective agreements which 
include pay raises and general working terms which are supplementary 
to general work legislation. Everyone who works will benefit from this 
part of trade union work in Finland as the collective agreements apply for 
everyone regardless of union membership. In Finland over 70 % of all 
employees are members.

Personal advice to members is the second and usually the most important 
part of trade union work. Unions offer:
• Personal advice on terms of employment and salaries
• Attorney services in work related issues
• Legal assistance and advice in dispute situations
• Professional guidance related to practical training and actual 
business activities in your field
• Useful courses, seminars, networking opportunities, etc.
• Unemployment security with the earnings-related allowance 
which surpasses the normal unemployment benefit
• Membership benefits also include discounts from insurance poli-
cies, fuel discounts, free time benefits

Example: In Finland most collective agreements will give minimum wage 
for every job. This however is not the case with academically trained 
who tend to work in senior or managerial duties. Thus the employer can 
offer almost anything as a wage during the negotiations for contract of 
employment. It is good to know what others are being paid in similar 
background and duties so that you will receive a fair compensation for 
your work. We have had cases with people working for years with up to a 
thousand euros less pay that everyone else in the same office just because 
he or she didn’t know what he or she should be paid for his or her work.

In short: Should you join a trade union 
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If you have plans to work in Finland after you graduate it would be wise 
to join your trade union already as a student. Also I strongly recommend 
that you study as much Finnish during your studies as possible. Missing 
knowledge of Finnish is the main reason foreigners have a hard time 
finding jobs from Finland. After you leave the university it is very hard 
to find good Finnish courses and you will need Finnish even if you can 
cope with English in the university.

In Finland academics are organized by field of degree in to different 
unions. Those that study natural sciences for example chemistry, biology 
or biotechnology are organized in Multidisciplinary Professionals in Sci-
ence or LAL as it is for short from its Finnish name. Academics unions 
make up the Confederation of Unions for Professional and Managerial 
Staff in Finland, AKAVA.

We watch over your interests in working life so that you can focus on 
your expertise and career.

More information:
www.guidetoworkinginfinland.fi
www.luonnontieteilijat.fi
www.akava.fi/en 
 

-Markus Oja- 
Writer is the student advisor of LAL, Multidisciplinary Professionals in Science

Ask and I’ll ansver if I can: markus.oja@luonnontieteilijat.fi
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Dipicolinic acid 
INGREDIENT OF SPORES

Dipicolinic acid (pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid or DPA) is an amphoteric molecule 
that contains two carboxylic acid groups attached to a pyridine ring. DPA has a molecu-
lar weight of 165,10 Da and a melting point of ~249°C. Under physiological conditions 
dipicolinic acid appears in its anionic form (dipicolinate) with a formal charge of -2. 
Utilizing the free electron pair of the nitrogen atom and electrostatic attraction from the 
two oxygen anion, dipicolinate acts as a tridentate chelating agent[1,2]

Dipicolinic acid is a spore-specific substance only found in spore-forming molds and in 
the protoplast of endospore-forming bacteria, such as the members of the genus Bacillus 
and some of the genera Clostridium and Desulfotomaculum. DPA is synthesized during 
sporulation and excreted during germination. It makes up 10-15% of the total spore dry 
weight. Typically it forms metal complexes with divalent cations, especially with Ca2+.
[3,4]

Analyses with DPA-free mutants indicate that the presence of DPA increases spores’ 
resistance to wet heat, UV irradiation, hydrogen peroxide and desiccation. The major 
reason behind the wet heat resistance is the water displacement within the spore proto-
plast by DPA, since there is an inverse correlation between wet heat resistance and the 
protoplast water content. Low water content also plays a role in enzymatic dormancy.[5,6]

DPA is also thought to be capable of protecting the spore DNA from dry heat and des-
iccation damage. The mechanisms behind these properties of DPA are not well under-
stood.[6]

Being capable of binding metal atoms, DPA has another biological significance in acti-
vation and inhibition of metalloenzymes. One possible therapeutic implication for this 
could be the treatment of atherosclerosis by preventing copper dependent oxidation of 
low density lipoprotein (LDL).[7,8,9]

The presence of DPA in spores and its absence in vegetative cells has been exploited 
by DPA quantification methods. DPA based spore indication analytics were previously 
performed by using HPLC but complex fluorescence techniques have led to shorter 
experiment times and increased sensitivity. One of the used assays is based on photolu-
miscence of TB3+ – dipicolinate2- complexes as described by Pellegrino et al.2002.[10]

Dipicolinate lanthanide complexes have been used in protein structure determination. In 
crystallography, such complexes may prove helpful in solving some of the protein struc-
tures by (i) promoting crystallization with their cross-linking properties, (ii) complex 
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binding verification in derivative crystals by the fluorescent properties of the complexes 
and (iii) by increasing nucleation.[11]

In NMR, mercapto-linked dipicolinate lanthanide complexes such as 4-mercaptometh-
yl-dipicolinate lanthanide (4MMDPA-Ln3+) may serve as a tag that attaches itself to a 
protein by disulfide bond formation. Advantages of 4MMDPA are (i) rigid attachments 
and appear as pseudocontact shifts (PCS). PCS are used to determine structures of pro-
tein-protein and protein-ligand structures, using minimal NMR data. (ii) Induction of 
paramagnetic effects to otherwise diamagnetic proteins, (iii) small molecular size that 
minimizes unspecific interactions with proteins and (iv) non-chiral coordination, which 
avoids the formation of diastereomers.[12,13]                          ~MSM

References:
[1] chemBlink (2011) 2,6-Pyridinedicarboxylic acid [online]. chemBlink Inc. [cited 28.11.2011]. 
http://www.chemblink.com/products/499-83-2.htm
[2] Espinet, P & Miguel ,J.A. Palladium Complexes with the Tridentate Dianionic Ligand Pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylate, dipic. Crystal Structure of 
[Pd(dipic)(PBu3)]2. Inorg. Chem 1996 35:2287-2291.
[3] Schlegel, H. (1986) General Microbiology. New York: Cambridge University Press.
 [4] Gilvarg, C & Leanz, G. Dipicolinic Acid Location in Intact Spores of Bacillus megaterium. Journal of bacteriology 1973 114:455-456.
[5] Nicholson, W. P. & Slieman, T. A. Role of Dipicolinic Acid in Survival of Bacillus subtilis Spores
Exposed to Artificial and Solar UV Radiation. Applied and Environmental Microbiology. 2001 67:1274-1279.
[6] Setlow B, Atluri S, Kitchel R, Koziol-Dube K & Setlow P. Role of Dipicolinic Acid in Resistance and Stability of Spores of Bacillus subtilis 
with or without DNA-Protective α/β-Type Small Acid-Soluble Proteins. Journal of Bacteriology 2006 188:3740-3747.
 [7] Murakami K, Tanemura Y & Yoshino M. Dipicolinic acid prevents the copper-dependent oxidation of low density lipoprotein. Journal of 
Nutritional Biochemistry. 2003 14:99-103.
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Fig. 1. chemical structure of dipicolinic acid.
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FUCK MILK
GOT PATCHES?

2,5 €

2,5 €

2,5 €neon green Biohazard,LOGO of histoni andRAuTALUTKA.
The patches can be bought from the guild room of Histoni.

the bestseller 2 years in a row!

mAKES IT EASY TO 
DISTINGUISH A BIOCHEMIST 

FROM geographists

Student overalls are an important part of Finnish student culture.
Naturally, Histoni has its own overalls too, 

but plain overalls are a sure sign of a freshman. 
This can be esily remedied with patches, the selection of Histoni can be found below.

THE
YELLOWS

BRAND NEW PATCHES AVAILABLE SOON!
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